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About This Game

Draid is a Druid, that lives in a peaceful forest until one day a huge meteor fell from the skies and an evil creature come out of
it.

Draid stops everything he’s doing and goes out to find out what disrupts the harmony in the forest.

While on the adventure, Draid will pass through the forest, the desert, the temple, the frozen mountains, and the burning forest.
He will help his friends on the way to the evil creature and will learn about his hidden skills.

Key Features:

Double jumping.

Wall climbing.

Wall jumping.

Hovering.

The Advanture

The adventure will not be easy, and Draid will have to overcome many challenges in his way.
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It will include fighting bosses, Races against time, Puzzle solving and fighting against the region creatures!

Join us, and start the colorful but challenging adventure today!
*Trailer music by Kevin MacLeod, The Descent.
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Title: Draid
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Bullet Bears
Publisher:
Bullet Bears
Release Date: 9 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 @ 3.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 1GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Really fun game, An amazing world, Brings back good memories from my childhood, Well worth my money. The game is a
promising 3rd person platformer, with a unique art style.

Here's my take on what can be improved:

- The camera system and controls could use some tweaking, possibly with the addition of acceleration and drag.

- Some sounds feel out of place, Like the beeping sound when jumping on a vanishing flower.

- The HUD and GUI would look much better if they were smaller.

- The attack animation can be improved (Although it's definitely an interesting way of punching)

Overall, I'm excited to see how the game improves in the future!. Fun and relaxing 3D platformer. There's not enough of those
around.
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